
effective co-ordination, achieved through the

informal networks of affinity, kinship, traditional

and intentional community, workplace and. yes.

even perhaps ritual and religious practice. Socially

embedded networks, developed at the level of the

everyday, are as opaque to the authorities as they

are indispensable to subversive activity. Let what's

left of the Left engage in monumental plans for

grandiose national—now even global—federations.

(Federations and movements of what? Parades

before the worlds TV cameras? No thanks.)

Effective subversion must be organised out of

the gaze of domination, in a sequestered physical,

cultural or social location; those areas that are

least patrolled by authority. (Anarchist and eco-

activist meetings are mostly conventions for police

informers, wannabe reformist politicians and

loonies.)

For those who look only on the surface of

things, those seduced by the spectacular image of

defiance, the strategy posed here might be seen

as a retreat from •conventional’ class struggle. But

all things are precisely not as they seem; this is

the very form that traditional successful class

struggle has always taken. The clandestine,

apparently innocuous, maybe even anti political

assembly provides the fluidity, the guerrilla mobility,

for effective subversive action.

No Name No Slogan

.For us. there are immediate uses and gains in

formations such as these; no leaders to round up.

no hierarchical organisation to wield power over us

in our name, no membership lists to investigate,

no manifestos to denounce, no mediators to meet

(and then Join) the power holding elite. No public

claims are made, no symbolic lines are drawn, no

press statements to be deliberately misconstrued

and trivialised by journalists. No platforms or

programmes which the intellectuals can hijack as

their exclusive property, no flag or banner to which

to pledge a crass and sectarian allegiance.

Then what concrete forms will our subversion

take? Well, the forms it already takes; theft,

feigned ignorance (all the better to dissemble our

intentions), shirking or careless labour, foot

dragging and the go-slow, zero work (with a little

preparation we might come to enjoy the next

depression), secret trade and production for sale

(for barter—or even better for free), squatting,

defaulting on all payments for anything, evasion of

taxes, destruction of official records, sabotage and

arson, assassination, impromptu riot (for the hell

of it) and the detournment of State sponsored

celebration into moments of joyous destruction.

If we were to undertake all this with the

objective of attaining a complete self reliance in

the satisfaction of all our needs and desires, we

may well find it sufficient for the move from

surviving within this system, to superseding it.

Let the daily celebration of life be but a dress

rehearsal for insurrection. It is the accumulation of

small, instrumental acts that will bring authority to

its knees. Let us rise!*

m&~' -

1. A close association of two interdependent animal or plant species.

2. A similar relationship between persons or groups. [Greek: a living

together]

The Tuatara Lizard ( Sphenodon punctatus) has a symbiotic

relationship with two birds, the Diving Petrel (
Pelecanoides sp.) and the

Sooty Shearwater ( Puffins griseus). The Tuatara is a living fossil—the

only remaining example of the reptilian order Rhynchocephilia; the rest of this group of animals have been

extinct for about a hundred million years. The Tuatara has lived almost without change for two hundred

million years, passed by evolution thanks in part to its isolation on islands off New Zealand. It sports a

crest of elongated movable plates along its neck and back giving rise to its name, which means spine

bearer’ in Maori. Not reproducing until the age of twenty, it lays its eggs in burrows—usually those

inhabited by birds. The eggs remain in the nest for up to sixteen months (a very long time for a lizard or a

bird!). Once hatched, the lizard can live for up to three hundred years. The birds with which it associates

live in colonies with burrows close together, giving the lizard a measure of safety, as the birds have a noisy

early warning system if danger threatens. From the birds’ point of view, the lizard protects eggs and

nestlings from nest thieves and cleans the burrows of parasitic insects.*

“From a certain point onward, there Is no turning back.

That is the point that must be reached."—Franz Kafka.

For us anarchists the questions of how to act and how to organise are intimately

linked. And it is these two questions, not the question of the desired form of a

future society, that provide us with the most useful method for understanding the

various forms of anarchism that exist.

Insurrectionary anarchism is one such form,

although it is important to stress that

insurrectionary anarchists don’t form one unified

block, but are extremely varied in their

perspectives. Insurrectionary anarchism is not an

ideological solution to social problems, nor a

commodity on the capitalist market of ideologies

and opinions. Rather it is an on-going practice

aimed at putting an end to the domination of the

state and the continuance of capitalism, which

requires analysis and discussion to advance.

Historically, most anarchists, except those who

believed that society would evolve to the point that

it would leave the state behind, have believed that

some sort of insurrectionary activity would be

necessary to radically transform society. Most

simply, this means that the state has to be

knocked out of existence by the exploited and

excluded, thus anarchists must attack: waiting for

the state to disappear is defeat.

Here we spell out some implications that we

and some other insurrectionary anarchists have

drawn from this general problem: if the state will

not disappear on its own. how then do we end its

existence? Insurrectionary anarchism is primarily a

practice, and focuses on the organisation of

attack. Thus, the adjective 'insurrectionary' does

not indicate a specific model of the future.

Anarchists who believe we must go through an

insurrectionary period to rid the world of the

institutions of domination and exploitation,

moreover, take a variety of positions on the shape

of a future society—they could be anarcho-

communist, individualist or primitivist. for example.

Many refuse to offer a specific, singular model of

the future at all. believing that people will choose a

variety of social forms to organise themselves

when given the chance. They are critical of groups

or tendencies that believe they are ‘carriers of the

truth’ and try to impose their ideological and

formal solution to the problem of social

organisation. Instead, many insurrectionary

anarchists believe that it is through self-

organisation in struggle that people will learn to

live without institutions of domination.

There is also another, more specific usage of

the term ’insurrection’—one that comes from the

distinction Max Stirner, a 19th century German

philosopher and individualist, drew between

insurrection and revolution. 1 To Stirner. revolution

implied a transition between two systems, whereas

insurrection is an uprising that begins from an

individual's discontent with their own life and

through it the individual does not seek to build a
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organisation of struggle: permanent conflict, self-

management and attack. Permanent conflict meant

that the struggle would remain in conflict with the

construction of the base until it was defeated

without mediating or negotiating. The leagues were

self-generated and self-managed; they refused

permanent delegation of representatives and the

professionalisation of struggle. The leagues were

organisations of attack on the construction of the

base, not the defence of the interests of this or

that group. This style of organisation allowed

groups to take the actions they saw as most

effective while still being able to co-ordinate attack

when useful, thus keeping open the potential of

struggle to spread. It also kept the focus of

organisation on the goal of ending the construction

of the base instead of the building of permanent

organisations, for which mediating with state

institutions for a share of power usually becomes

the focus and limiting the autonomy of struggle the

means.

As the anarchists involved in the Comiso

struggle understood, one of the central reasons

that social struggles are kept from developing in a

positive direction is the prevalence of forms of

organisation that cut us off from our own power to

act and close off the potential of insurrection.

These are permanent organisations, those that

synthesise all struggle within a single organisation,

and organisations that mediate struggles with the

institutions of domination. Permanent

organisations tend to develop into institutions that

stand above the struggling multitude. They tend to

develop a formal or informal hierarchy and to

disempower the multitude: power is alienated from

its active form within the multitude and instituted

within the organisation. This transforms the active

multitude into a passive mass. The hierarchical

constitution of power relations removes decision

from the time such a decision is necessary and

places it within the organisation. The practical

consequence of such an organisation is that the

active powers of those involved in the struggle are

stifled by the organisation. Decisions that should

be made by those involved in an action are

deferred to the organisation; moreover, permanent

organisations tend to make decisions based not on

the necessity of a specific goal or action, but on

the needs of that organisation, especially its

preservation. The organisation becomes an end in

itself. One needs only to look at the operations of

the many socialist parties to see this in its most

blatant form.

As an organisation moves towards permanence

and comes to stand above the multitude, the

organiser appears—often claiming to have created

the struggle—and begins to speak for the mass. It

is the job of the organiser to transform the

multitude into a controllable mass and to represent

that mass to the media or state institutions.

Organisers rarely view themselves as part of the

multitude, thus they don’t see it as their task to

act. but to propagandise and organise, for it is the

masses that act.

The Opinion Factory

For the organiser, who takes as their motto ‘only

that which appears in the media exists', real action

always takes a back seat to the maintenance of

the media image. The goal of such image

maintenance is never to attack a specific

institution of domination, but to affect public

opinion, to forever build the movement or. even

worse, the organisation. The organiser must always

worry about how the actions of others will reflect

on the movement; they must, therefore, both

attempt to discipline the struggling multitude and

try to control how the movement is represented in

the media. Image usually replaces action for the

permanent organisation and the organiser.

The attempt to control the vast image and

opinion-making factories of our society is a losing

battle, as if we could ever try to match the quantity

of images put forward by the media or get them to

’tell the truth’. Thus, many insurrectionary

anarchists have been very critical of carrying on

the struggle within the capitalist mass media. In

Italy, this has put them at odds with organisations

such as Ya Basta! who see the media as a key

vehicle for their movement; in other parts of the

world, the question of how anarchists should relate

to the media has been a focus of debate in recent

years—especially since 1999 in Seattle—and it is

therefore important for us to spell out the critical

position of some insurrectionary anarchists.

On a basic level, we need to ask. what is

opinion? An opinion is not something first found

among the public in general and then, afterwards,

replayed through the media, as a simple reporting

T.V.- STATE SPONSORED MIND CONTROL

TURN IT OFF, SMASH IT UP,

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE

of the public opinion. An opinion exists in the

media first. Secondly, the media then reproduces

the opinion a million times over, linking the opinion

to a certain type of person (conservatives think X,

liberals think V). Thirdly, as Alfredo Bonanno points

out. “(An opinion] is a flattened idea, an idea that

has been uniformed in order to make it acceptable

to the largest number of people. Opinions are

massified ideas."6 Public opinion is produced as a

series of simple choices or solutions (Tm for

globalisation and free trade* or Tm for more

national control and protectionism"). We are all

supposed to choose—as we choose our leaders or

our burgers—instead of thinking for ourselves. It is

obvious, therefore, that anarchists cannot use the

opinion-making factory to create counter-opinions,

and hopefully anarchists would never want to

operate on the level of opinion even if we could

somehow exert control over the content spewed

out of the factory gates. Anyhow, the ethic of

anarchism could never be communicated in the

form of opinion; it would die once massified. Yet, it

is exactly on the level of opinion that the organiser

works, for opinion and image-maintenance are the

very tools of power, tools used to shape and

discipline a multitude into a controllable mass.

Instead of moving power and decision making

into an organisation, most insurrectionary

anarchists recognise the need to organise in a

fashion that lacks the formality and authority which

separate organisers and organised; this is called

informal organisation. Because the organiser's

nature is to plan and control, they often privilege

the perpetuation of the organisation over other

goals. Informal organisations, on the other hand,

dissolve when their goal is achieved or abandoned;

they do not perpetuate themselves merely for the

sake of the organisation if the goals that caused

people to organise have ceased to exist.

As in the case of the Comiso leagues, informal

organisation is a means for affinity groups to ca

ordinate efforts when necessary. We must always

remember that many things can be done more

easily by an affinity group or individual, and, in

these cases, higher levels of organisation just

make the decision making process cumbersome—

it stiflps us. The smallest amount of organisation

necessary to achieve one's aims is always the

best to maximise our efforts.

Informal organisation must be based on an

ethic of autonomous action; autonomy is

necessary to prevent our active powers from

becoming alienated, to prevent the formation of

relations of authority. Autonomy is refusing to obey

or give orders, which are always shouted from

above or beyond the situation. Autonomy allows

decisions to be made when they are necessary,

instead of being pre-determined or delayed by the

decision of a committee or meeting. This does not

mean to say however that we shouldn’t think

strategically about the future and make

agreements or plans. On the contrary, plans and

agreements are useful and important. What is

emphasised is a flexibility that allows people to

discard plans when they become useless. Plans

should be adaptable to events as they unfold.

Just as an informal organisation must have an

ethic of autonomy or it will be transformed into an

authoritarian organisation, in order to avoid the

alienation of our active powers, it must also have

an ethic of no compromise with respect to the

organisation’s agreed goal. The organisation’s goal

should be either moved towards or abandoned.

Compromising with those who we oppose (e.g. the

state or a corporation) defeats all true opposition,

it replaces our power to act with that of our

enemies.

The scraps handed down to appease and divert

us by those we oppose must be refused.

Compromise with any institution of domination (the

state, the police. WTO, IMF, 'The Party’, etc.) is

always the alienation of our power to the very

institutions we supposedly wish to destroy; this

sort of compromise results in the forfeiture of our

power to act decisively, to make decisions and

actions when we choose. As such, compromise

only makes the state and capital stronger. For

those who wish to open the possibility of

insurrection, for those who don’t wish to wail for

the supposedly appropriate material conditions for

revolution, for those who don’t want a revolution

which is merely the creation of a new power

structure but want the destruction of all structures

which alienate our power from us, such

compromise is contrary to their aims. To

continually refuse to compromise is to be in

perpetual conflict with the established order and its

structures of domination and deprivation.

Permanent conflict is uncontrollable autonomous

action that does not compromise with power.

Revolutionary Solidarity

Revolutionary solidarity, another central practice

of insurrectionary anarchism, allows us to move far

beyond the ‘send a cheque’ style of solidarity that

so pervades the Left, as well as solidarity that

relies on petitioning the state for relief or mercy.

One example of revolutionary solidarity was Nikos

Mazotis’ action against TVX Gold in December

1997. 7 Many people in the villages around

Strymonikos in Northern Greece were struggling

against the installation of a gold metallurgy plant in

their area. In solidarity with the villagers. Nikos

placed a bomb in the Ministry of Industry and

Development that was intended to explode when

no one was in the building; unfortunately, it never

went off at all. Nikos was sentenced to fifteen

years in prison, but is now free. TVX Gold is a


